SUBMISSION FORMAT FOR FULL ARTICLES

The author or one of the co-authors has to be a holder of a doctorate
*The journal accepts articles from four co-authors maximum
Size of an article: limited to 25 pages, that is 48,000 characters, spaces included. (References included, flyleaf and abstracts excluded)
All submissions must be sent to ISEOR
(recherches.en.sciencesdegestion@iseor.com)
Body of the text:
MS Word
Police: 10 pt. Times New Roman font
Single-spaced
1st line of the paragraph: tabulation 1
For the entire document, post as double-sided pages
Footer: 8 pt. Times New Roman font, justified
1st level titles are lower-case, bold, 11 pt. font
2nd level titles are lower-case, bold, 10 pt. font
3rd level titles are lower-case, not bold, 10 pt. font
Margins: 0.78" left, 0.39" right, 0.78" top and 0.78" bottom
Paper format (in file – layout)
Format B5: 7.17" wide and 10.12" high
Head of the page at 0.78" and foot of the page at 0"
TITLE PAGE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS should appear as follows: on a SEPARATE page from the body of the paper:
TITLE of article,
LIST of authors’ names, in desired sequence, title/academic rank(s),
University affiliation or Organization.
ABSTRACT of 100 words maximum and 5 key words, in French, in English and Spanish.
References must be included at the end of the paper, in the presentation below:
Author’s last name (in small capitals) - space – initial(s) of author’s first name(s), dot, coma.
1. Book title: Title of the work in italics, coma, editor, place of publication, year of publication, period, dot.
2. Articles: Title of the article « Between quotation marks », coma, Title of the review or work in italics, coma, series, number, volume, month, year of publication, pages, period, a single dot.

Each submission will be sent under anonymous shape to two reviewers of the Scientific Committee of the revue in French, for evaluation.
Each article is double-checked by an anti-plagiarism software before being sent to reviewers. If there is room for doubt the Review Deontology Commission gets together to rule on the submitted article.